
success for teens
THANK GOD I’M ME!





what you are to be

you are now becoming



When you face a choice, you can take a simple, 

positive action, or you can take a simple, 

negative action. 

The little choices we make everyday have the 

power to compound over time and determine 

the lives we lead.

little things matter



Knowing how to do something positive isn't 

the same as actually doing it. That's because 

the little positive things are also easy not to 

do, so a lot of people don't do them.

It is easy to fall into negative actions based upon 

how you think you should behave rather than 

based on what you truly believe.

knowing what to do isn't 

the same as doing it



When you do small positive deeds, it increases 

the chances that other positive things will 

happen to you. Your smallest actions can have 

an affect on you and the people around you, 

even if you don't see it or aren't aware of it.

the ripple effect



MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE AT 

THE RIGHT MOMENT

GAIN THE COURAGE!



ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING!





The key to how your life turns out is your ability to 

understand the source of your attitude.

The source of your attitude is your philosophy — the 

way you see yourself and the way you see the world.

your philosophy is the key



All philosophy means is your view of life or 

your idea of how life operates. It means how 

you see things.

Your philosophy is what determines your 

attitudes and actions, and your actions create 

your destiny.

how you view yourself creates 

your life



change yourself by changing

your philosophy



EXERCISE

Strength and Your Thoughts



what you think matters too!



EXERCISE

HOW CLOUDY THE MIND CAN BE



USE THE MOMENT



Your present circumstances may be 

affecting you, however they aren't who 

you are!

You can overcome your circumstances 

and become better than what you 

currently are.

your circumstances aren't 

you!



Event  +  Response  = OUTCOME

you can't control what 

happens, but you can 

control your reaction to it!



stop blaming!
Take responsibility for who you are, where 

you're at, and what happens to you.



someday never comes



EVERYTHING STARTS WITH 

SMALL STEPS



the first step looks harder than 

it actually is



EXERCISE

FLEXIBILITY

YOU THINK YOU CAN’T DO 

IT?



there’s no such thing as a

lucky break



make the steps as small as you can



the second step is just as

important



THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS

FAILURE



success is built on failures



it's all in your head!

Failure exists only if you allow it



failure creates unexpected

opportunities





YOU’RE ALWAYS LEARNING



the earlier you invest, the greater

the reward



take advantage of all

opportunities



create a team



adjust your course continually



MAKE YOUR DREAMS

A REALITY!



picture it vividly



look at it everyday



start with a plan



don’t quit on yourself







islandLife Opportunities
Because life is full of it!      


